a little history

The Mission Statement

The mission of Bishop’s University is to provide a sound and liberal education primarily at the undergraduate level. The goal is the education of individuals to realize their full potential in their intellectual, spiritual, social, and physical dimensions.

To this end Bishop’s emphasizes excellence in teaching enriched by scholarship and research. Further, the University encourages frequent interaction between students and faculty, participation in non-academic activities, a keen sense of responsibility to others, and openness within, and commitment to, the Quebec, Canadian and international communities.
Be prepared to get...

Purple-fied!
Welcome to Bishop’s University! Get ready for Gaiter Pride. From a history of academic excellence to athletics stardom, there is so much to be proud of. We’ve won numerous competitions and tournaments and had countless great experiences along the way.
As a prospective student, it’s your job to get involved and maintain that mentality. Make a point of wearing as much purple as you can to as many football and basketball games as possible. Paint your face, bring your noisemakers, and be prepared to make a big scene as a Gaiter fan. Whether we’re winning or losing, the Gaiters need your support.
We’re proud that even though we may be small in size, we can still raise the roof at any event. At homecoming games we fill the stands, clad in purple, wearing crazy costumes and funny hats, cheering on the Gaiters.
Visitors are often shocked by the fans alone, with our loud cheers and words of intimidation, heckling and purple paint. At basketball games, when the tension builds, all you can hear is “Let’s Go Gaiters!”
People Purple

"College days will linger ever in our hearts!"

It’s all about spirit with class. There’s the loud section at every game who never find time to sit down and are constantly pouring beer on people below just for kicks. It’s to be expected though, and when you come out to any game, it’s a time to let go, to leave your serious side at home and remember that you’re there to have fun, to support your fellow students and create everlasting memories.
Yee Haw!

It's Rodeo Time!

By John Cherry

This year, Bishops University welcomed one of its largest incoming classes in years. First year students arrived from across Canada and around the world to begin their journey through the Bishop's Experience.

This journey began with a full week packed with informative, educational, and entertaining events. Orientation week at Bishops has a long and entertaining history and this year's version was exceptional in its own rights. Here in Lennoxville, we do things a little differently than at other Canadian universities. Instead of the incoming class (or frosh to some) being divided up by residences they are assigned to groups lead by upper year students.

Orientation week leaders were a select group of eager students who ensured that all frosh got everything they could out of the week.

This year's leaders were: Jon Cherry, John Horn, and Jenn Macdonald. These three fourth year students had lots of surprises in store for all! A Monday afternoon opener of our football team was a definite hit, as was the perennial favorite-Field Day. We all packed some old clothes that we didn't mind getting dirty and layed it all on the line for an afternoon of absolute craziness!
It's all about cowboys and their skivvies
Get ready to rumble, Field Day gets messy!
Field Day!

Orientation Week 2002, for a majority of first year students, was a turning point and may well have been the most exciting week of their lives. The S.R.C.'s lineup of social interactions including a motivational speaker, live music and dancing, a professional comedy show, dancing, a hypnotist, two football games, live entertainment in the Gaiter Cafe, scavenger hunt, and the traditional closing ceremonies was unparalleled. Of course the University had its share of fun to offer as well - academic advising, E.W.P. exams, registration and regular classes, which began mid-week. Add to this an in-depth campus tour, sessions on life skills such as time and stress management, a play with some important messages, and for many, the adjustment to residence life (and Dewey's cuisine), and it is easy to understand why Bishop student's always remember their first week in Lennoxville.

A Rockin' Frosh Week!
Homecoming Review
By D. Deacon

There's no place like home

Have you ever tried to explain what Bishop's is all about to an outsider? It's an experience not easily summed up in a short conversation. But it is something that can be summed in in only one short weekend. There are only three of the fleeting weekends during the year. For you first year students you have successfully survived the first. The other two not-to-be missed weekends are Halloween and Convocation. The weekend foreshadowed by Bishop's administration in the form of a letter, thankfully, went off without a hitch. Early Saturday morning, a quick trip to McDonald's or one of the many kegs and eggs parties was a great way for many to put a layer of solids underneath the soon-to-be consumed fluids. It was then off to the parking lot of Coulter Field to enjoy tailgating, a little electric scooter, getting on TV or taking a bite out of a certain VP's meat helmet. Not many people would have experienced the mind clearing effects of draining a 60 of Jack (when you know him this well you can call him John) between three friends before twelve noon but I'm sure you all have won tailgating memories. The football game was a blur to many but instead of dwelling on their valiant effort let's congratulate the rugby and lacrosse teams.
What is BUCS? BUCS is a student organization with a mission to better the academic and social experience of all students at the Williams School of Business and Economics.

BUCS organized an assortment of social events including the weekly “Happy Hour”, the BUCS Golf Tournament, the Christmas Party, Frosh Week Wine and Cheese and the grad cocktail. BUCS coordinated all the conferences and business games to which we sent our students. They organized a yearly recruitment dinner and invited guest speakers to present. They also offered second-hand textbooks at their semi-annual Book Sale.

Every student enrolled full time in the Williams School of Business and Economics was automatically a member of the commerce society.
Theme Parties and House Crawls
Bowling Nights
Partying it up BU Style
Just Having Fun!

Bishop's Other Degree Program
Halloween
By Peter Crotchwell

Well, Halloween is lurking right around the corner, and this means one thing: inexperienced frosh, confused as hell, not knowing what to make out of the whole affair. Let’s face it, you don’t know a BU Halloween celebration from your own arse. But it’s not your fault. It’s just inexperience, something that time and exposure will surely cure. Thank God there’s still time.

Ok, lesson one...party supplies. Well I’m not going to say anything here because you already know how to party, but I will pass this rather vague advice down to you.
1) Don’t overindulge, because too much is just not a good idea. Trust me.
2) Stick with your friends. They can help you through some tough times.
3) Have a home base. You might want to go home at some point and your friends don’t really want to spend the whole night wondering if you are still on this planet.
4) Nobody plays golf at night. Therefore, you can enjoy the wide-open spaces without the risk of getting a ball lodged in your skull.(...) And finally, be nice to Student Patrol.
Christmas Formal
39 BISHOP’S STUDENTS HOMELESS

The facts

- Fire broke out around 8:00 am on Sunday, January 26, 2003 in a top floor apartment at 162 Queen street.
- Thirty-nine Bishop's students living in fifteen apartments were quickly evacuated; only one student was injured and was taken to hospital to be treated for smoke inhalation. He was released from hospital at 3:30 p.m.
- The apartments on the top two floors were completely destroyed leaving the Bishop's students with only the clothes on their back.
- The majority of the students were bused to Bishop’s University at around 11:00 a.m. to contact their parents and to determine their short-term accommodation.

Relief efforts

- Students stayed with friends or in University residences on Sunday night.
- On Monday morning all victims met on campus for breakfast in the Mackinnon Blue Room as relief efforts continued.
- Information was disseminated by University officials on the following:
  - Academic matters
  - Identification (Gaiter cards, bank cards, etc)
  - Availability of counsellors and health professionals
  - Housing vacancies (on campus and in Lennoxville)
  - Insurance claims
  - Emergency loans from the Business Office
  - Red Cross vouchers for clothing ($170) and food ($50)
  - Meal points from the University ($125)
  - Textbooks and school supplies (free from the Bookstore)
  - Clothing (donations from students and community members)
  - Etc.
Derailment
St. Patrick’s Day
The Loft

The hot spot on campus
By Jennifer Waslen

Jehoshaphat’s Loft, established in October, 1998, was the SRC owned and operated bar on campus. The benefits of the student-run business were numerous and the rewards of its success were reaped by the entire student body. The concept was to provide an environment on campus in which students could socialize. Students could expect The Loft to be a high energy environment with great music, a dance floor and a good time. “It’s not a pub style environment,” said Loft manager Colin MacDonald, “more of a club-style bar. We want to bring a Montreal feel to Lennoxville.” The bar benefited the student body in numerous capacities. Revenues generated from the operation were pumped back into student services offered through the SRC.
Approximately 25 students were employed by the bar last year, from bartenders to DJ and management. Employees worked together as a team and everyone took an active role in the operation.
Bishop's finest head to Ottawa

By Michael John Mahoney

Things just mysteriously started breaking and getting destroyed whenever team Bishop's year started. Romani was there. Romani also noted the official bishop's anthem of a year ago, deviated somewhat from the traditional school song with beer songs, but never the less boasted a good time and didn't fail us. Romani then mentioned something about poppy cay, this author had no idea what she was talking about.

The vast amount of time and effort required by delegates to coordinate a team for the weekend does not go unnoticed. Already a cohesive unit, 2002 teammate and veterans UBG participant, Steph Chapheau, assured fellow delegates. "You are all good guys." With such words of encouragement, the weekend in our nation's capital will go just fine, assure team co-captain Mike Mahoney and Tracy Gibson who both have high hopes for numerous victories.

"We are confident that we will be great ambassadors for our school," said 2002 participant Jessica Romani, who is known to perform class presentations without wearing any underwear. Romani continued, "Everyone then become scared of us when departed terror. Bishop's did manage to actually walk away with the spirit-crafting hardware. A senior left his mark by literally taking the trophy from the York team and proudly bringing it home to Laurier - where different team members brought the award to classes to adjust the duration of the week.

When asked what strategy Mahoney had in order to obtain the cup, there was only one answer for the Oracle fan club president, "I like penguins and badminton," he said. "These games have nothing but, we do have a secret weapon, the one armed bandit." He is small, quick and has a huge sense for victory."

Nobody contacted from the UBG team would comment on this mysterious one armed man. His identity being kept secret so other teams will not be able to prepare for his onslaught. Sources have said The Campus, however, that the bandit was seen on Monday in Canada as recently as yesterday and is in training for the rigorous test of mind, body and skill - where only the strong can survive - that defines UBG. In preparation for this nationwide event, the one-armed bandit has trained himself, and the bed he sleeps in, quite frequently in recent weeks. "Eventually," isn't just for grown ups; the bandit told us before, while throwing beer bottles off his balcony down under, "but you can depend on me to make sure that we will come home with the trophy, the glory and all 71 of our arms raised high."

NOTES: Mark Fitzgerald will not be attending this year's events because he is going to Mexico to become a bullfighter... Aaron, Class of 2002, is now an action hero in Montreal... Chapheau, standing on the roof of last year's host hotel, was available for further comment because he was busy swimming through a massive garbage bin... Steve Martel, a senior on last year's team, has officially come out of the closet and is in training for the rigorous test of mind, body and skill -
Rez
from Mack to Munster

By Jennifer Waslin

It is well known that living in residence can be the best time or the worst time of your university career. This being said, here is what every first year student must know in order to survive a year living on campus.

Shower. Shoes. Need we say more? Think of how many people have used that shower in the past years.

Purple. School spirit is contagious at Bishop's. You will quickly learn this after attending your first football game. It is a mass of purple.

Air freshener. Be it subtle Glade Plug-in or elaborate room spray, air fresheners are highly recommended.

Message boards. While you live there, in rez you are rarely found in your room. Chances are you are visiting down the hall, in the TV room, getting dinner or, occasionally in class. Don't miss any messages from visitors.

Pictures, posters and paraphernalia. Upon arriving you will notice your room is pretty bleak. The beige walls are supposed to be soothing but are, in fact, rather ugly. It is your mission to turn your room into something of your own. Somewhere liveable.
The life of an RA

By Elise Frketich

If I had gone to any other university besides Bishop's, I would never have become an RA. There's something about the bishop's pride that makes you want to get involved and do something for your university. During my first year I lived in Abbott residence, which was an amazing experience. I never even imagined what it would be like to have all of my friends living in the same building as me. And I didn't even know more than two people when I first came to Bishop's, I was just lucky to have met so many great people in my rez right away. So after an unforgettable year in rez, I was definitely not ready to move off campus. I wanted to help the next batch of first years to enjoy their rez experience as much as I had mine. Also, the new ones need someone around to show them the Bishop's way, so I became an RA.

Who wouldn't want a job that's as incredibly social as the RA job is. My second year in rez, and my first year as an RA was spent in Mack. Another year and another amazing group of people thrown together in the close quarters of a residence. Except this time add longer hallways, communal bathrooms and the occasional radio in my hand for duty nights. The first month of RA life was spent trying to remember the 100 some odd names, and planning events so that each of those 100 people knew the other 99 names as well. Not that the RA team had to work very hard at that.
The Network of International Business Schools (NIBS) is a group of business schools from around the world which believe that the internationalization of business and the globalization of the economy are essential elements in the evolution of managerial practices.

NIBS members believe that higher education and training must integrate a strong international dimension, including the practice of foreign languages, the study of comparative management techniques and the experience of working and studying abroad.

They also believe that cooperation between educational institutions in different countries contributes to a better understanding between nations by furthering awareness and knowledge of other cultures and social practices.

Members of NIBS recognize each others’ qualifications, have a common goal of collaboration, and encourage participation in the following:

- Student exchanges/interactions
- Faculty exchanges/interactions
- Exchanges of ideas for teaching programs
- Joint teaching and research programs
"An Outstanding Event"

We tried hard. It was fun. Damn Newfies!

Many congratulations to the Bishop’s University team, Jonathan Fortin, Jacquelyn Novak, Erin van Schaayk, and Jennifer Waslen, who showed their dedication and professionalism throughout the competition. After three long days of a round robin tournament, Bishop’s beat the Auckland University of Technology team to move on to the semi-finals. They were joined by Helsinki School of Economics, Chulalongkorn University, and Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Both semi-final matches were intense, but unfortunately Bishop’s lost to Memorial, the only other Canadian team in the tournament.
After four years of studying, planning, playing and most of all, dreaming of this day, we all were
as sad as we were happy; the end of so many hours staring at a computer screen, sitting through
enlightening lectures, finally is coming to an end. However, that also means that it’s time to say
goodbye to good friends. It’s time to say farewell to Lennoxvegas, the Lion, the Loft, Rez and all
that is associated with these good times. The future is bright for all of us, and as we hug and cry,
our sadness to depart, we also celebrate the success, and reap the rewards of hard work.

Cheers.
January 28, 2008

convocation

150 Years

A Special Convocation of Bishop’s University took place on Tuesday 28 January 2003, 150 years to the day since the signing of our Royal Charter by Queen Victoria. Her Excellency the Governor General of Canada, and the Archbishop of Montreal received honorary degrees. In addition, and at the same ceremony, Canada Post unveiled a commemorative stamp to mark the occasion.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

I have had the opportunity to get to know quite a few of the students who form the 2003 graduating class - and a great class it is! Whether enjoying the excitement of both losses and victories on the playing field, or producing and supporting great drama, music and art, or hosting the NIBS competition or CASA conferences, or engaging in other enriching activities, the class of 2003 has demonstrated the Bishop’s spirit at every turn. We shall always remember the great fire of 2003, and remember with it the exceptional community spirit demonstrated by our students, by our alumni and by the Lennoxville community. I congratulate each of you on your successes and hope that the confidence, skills and knowledge you have acquired in your years at Bishop’s will serve you well in the years ahead. They have served countless alumni before you whom you now join as your new Bishop’s family. The class of 2003 is leaving and I hope you take the best of Bishop’s with you wherever you go. I hope also that you will return - because that’s what Homecomings are all about.

Principal Janyne M. Hodder
Convocation 2003
June 7th

Mr. Chancellor, My Lord Bishop, Honorands, Members of Convocation, Families and Friends, Dear Graduates,

Every year, when we recruit future Bishop's students, we promise each student the opportunity to reach his or her personal best. Best academic performance and best performance in myriad other aspects of a well-lived life - in sports and recreation, in artistic and cultural expression and appreciation, in community service and volunteerism, in leadership and student government, in personal and social relationships and commitments.

We believe that the benefits of a sound and liberal education of the kind we have been offering for 160 years should be felt in every aspect of our lives and that university education is an important step to well-lived life. You have taken that step now and we honour you today for this.

Nous sommes fiers de vos efforts et de vos succès et heureux d'avoir tenu notre promesse. Fiers de nos boursiers, de plus en plus nombreux, fiers de nos récipiendaires de prix de prestige, fiers aussi de ceux et celles qui se sont déjà trouvé un emploi à leur mesure. Fiers cette année des nombreuses initiatives de nos étudiants et étudiantes et de leur remarquable esprit communautaire.

The class of 2003 has been an extraordinary group of students. In this class are student leaders who paved the way for the building of a new residence - a project you will have certainly seen on your way in - students who modified the Orientation Program to provide better academic integration for new students, students who founded the Bishop's Chapter of the International Golden Key Society to recognize academic achievement, and great student athletes, musicians and singers, actors and artists. There are winners of international competitions and leaders in journalism, residence life and student government. There students who lived through the fire in town last January and others who gave them clothing and shelter.

2003 is a great vintage and we expect a great deal from you in the years to come. So come back and tell us regularly how life outside the Bishop's bubble is turning out.

I will remember many of you — serving on committees, eating breakfast in my home, attending meetings in my office, strolling across the campus — as being quite wonderful men and women. Thank you for choosing us; we are immensely pleased we chose you.

And to all parents here today: we honour you for the great job you have done with your sons and daughters, the Bishop's class of 2003.
Proficiency Prizes

The Governor General's Silver Medal
Isabelle Allard

The Chancellor's Prize
Isabelle Allard
Marie-France Bilodeau

The Vice-Chancellor's Prize
Leigh J. Sowerby

The President of Corporation Prize
Jennifer Diane Anderson
Rhianydd Jessica Bellis

The Vice-President of Corporation Prize
Shelley Spring

The Hon. G. Howard Ferguson Cup
Leigh J. Sowerby

The Chief Justice Greenshields Prize
Leigh J. Sowerby

The Webster Prize
Jonathan C. Cherry

The Eileen Healy Prize for Leadership
Geneviève Masson

The Strathcona Foundation Plaque
Leigh J. Sowerby

The Lieutenant Governor's Award
Leigh J. Sowerby
Department and University Prizes

The Bishop’s University Council of Part-time Students Sesquicentennial Prize - Certificate Program
Geoffrey Freemantle

The Faculty Prize in Anthropology
Jean Paul Nairon

The University Prize in Biochemistry
Leigh J. Sowerby

The Society of Chemical Industry Award in Biochemistry
Leigh J. Sowerby

The Arthur N. Langford Prize in Biology
Jennifer Diane Anderson

The Susanna Lee Memorial Prize
Jonathan C. Cherry

The J.K. Lowther Prize in Biology
Melissa A. Marlatt

The John B. Fellowes Memorial Prize in Business Administration
Joyce A. Champong.

The P.H. Scowen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship
Mireille Chabot
Geneviève Masson

The Charles Kingsmill Memorial Prize in Business Administration
Jacquelyn Nicole Novak

The University Prize in Business Administration (Accounting)
Matthew Luigi Favaro

The University Prize in Business Administration (Finance)
Éva Jaczina

The Hugh R. McCuaig Prize in Investments
Éva Jaczina

The University Prize in Business Administration (Human Resources)
Tina Leigh McShane

The University Prize in Business Administration (Marketing)
Jean-Luc Plourde
Department and University Prizes

The University Prize in Business Administration (International)
Jacquelyn Nicole Novak

The University Prize in Business Administration (B.A. Major)
Shelley Spring

The Albert Kuehner Memorial Prize in Chemistry
Sanela Martic

The Society of Chemical Industry Award in Chemistry
Sanela Martic

The Mackie Prize in Classical Studies
Kristan Camille Light

The University Prize in Computer Science
Isabelle Allard

The Toto-Naica-Bibu Research Prize
Sanela Martic

The Euphemia Ross Prize in Drama
Marisa L. Edghill

The John W.Y. Smith Prize in Economics
Thomas Rodney Ward

The Charles McBurney Prize in Practice Teaching
Amy Frances Barker

The Alan W. Jones Memorial Prize
Sylvie S. Fortier
Melissa Johanna Irving

The Provincial Association of Protestant Teachers of Quebec Prize
Amy L. Hobouti-Fard

The William L. Shurtleff Prize for Practice Teaching - Elementary School
Andrea Roberta Pelletier

The William L. Shurtleff Prize for Academic Achievement
Shirley A. Anto

The Mackie Prize in English
Emily Anne Evans

The F.E. Meredith Memorial Prize in English
Adam Benjamin Carlson

The Stanmll Prize for Excellence in Writing
John C. Horn

The Shauna Murray Memorial Prize in English
Amanda A. McAleer
Department and University Prizes

The Noni Howard Prize in Creative Writing
Amy J. Vallis

The University Prize in Fine Arts
Aleksandra Jovic-Savic

The Edwin F. Alder Award in Art History
Shane Donald McCord

The Book Prize in Studio Art
Evelyne Aikman

The University Prize in Modern Languages
Marie-France Bilodeau

The Professor E.H. Yarrill Prize in Modern Languages
Lisa Ratté

The Bandrauk Prize for Certificate in Modern Languages
Hélène LaFerrière

The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in French
Marie-Catherine Derome

The University Prize in Geography
Marie-Catherine Derome

The Canadian Association of Geographers Prize
Marie-Catherine Derome

The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in German
Aleksandra Jovic-Savic

The Roderick Thaler Memorial Prize in History
John C. Horn

The Ambassador of Switzerland Prize in Italian
Silvia Raquel Menjivar

The University Prize in Liberal Arts
Priyadarshani Raju

The General Nicolls Prize in Mathematics
Kathleen Anne Dyck

The University Prize in Mathematics
Victor C. Yee

The University Prize in Music
Irina A. de Baghy

The University Prize in Philosophy
Victoria Charlotte Newman
Department and University Prizes

The Professor T.W.L. MacDermot Memorial Prize in Political Studies
Catherine Charbonneau
Brenna Lynne Donoghue

The Gerald Theodore Rayner Prize in Political Studies
Bridget Melissa Whipple

The University Prize in Psychology
Rhianydd Jessica Bellis

The W.H. King Memorial Prize in Religion
Kristan Camille Light

The University Prize in Sociology
Julie Grégoire

The Ambassador of Spain Prize in Spanish
Lisa Ratté

The Hispanic Studies Prize
Simon Gilbert

The Faculty Prize in Women’s Studies
Claudia Camus
Prize List Undergraduate Years

The Col. Arthur Mills Prize for Best All-Around First Year Student
Janice Wu

The Charles A. Shearson Memorial Prize
Robert Sowerby

The U-1 Alumnae Prize
Duo Yu

The Alumnae Prize
Nazanin Ahmadzadeh
Sarah Wilson

The U-1 Alumni Prize
Edward Wilson-Ewing

The Alumni Prize
Taylor Gray

The Ross Hunting Prize
Joel Myhre

The Bishop's University Council of Part-time Students Sesquicentennial Prize - Degree Program
Marilyn Hobbs

The Elizabeth Ann Pennington Towers Prize
Julie Doyon

The Undergraduate Prize in Biochemistry
Meagan MacNeil

The Arnold N. Schoch Prize in Biology
Taylor Gray

The Leo Sepp Prize in Biology
Sarah Wilson

The Biology Prize (U-0)
Chantal Houle

The Undergraduate Prize in Business Administration (B.B.A.)
Duo Yu

The Undergraduate Prize in Business Administration (B.A. Major)
John Ashley Conn

The P.H. Scowen Memorial Prize in Entrepreneurship
Jérémie Cormier

Brian H. Fripp Award
Michael Stevens
Prize List Undergraduate Years

The Canadian Society for Chemistry Silver Medal
   Trevor Taylor

The Chemical Rubber Company Achievement Award
   Richard Vanderford

The Chemistry Faculty Prize
   Faber Mackie

The Prince of Wales Prize in Classical Studies
   Jocelyn Beck
   Rebecca Norton

The Albert Kwong Memorial Prize in Computer Science
   Scott Stoddard

Computer Science Faculty Appreciation Prize
   Nicholas Floersch

The Undergraduate Prize in Humanities - Divisional Major
   Chelsey Elizabeth MacNeil

The Undergraduate Prize in Drama
   Jeremy Freed

The Lennoxville & District Women’s Centre Prize in Drama
   Annie Deslandes

The Michael C. Boisvert Memorial Prize in Drama
   Ian Morton

The Undergraduate Prize in Economics
   Joshua Dempsey

The Archdeacon F.G. Scott Prize in English
   Steven Mann

The Honorary President’s Prize in English (U-1)
   Gina Gonczi

The Honorary President’s Prize in English
   Patricia Cove

The Principal’s Prize for the Best EWP Essay Written by a Second Language Student
   Gina Gonczi

The Vice-Principal’s Prize for the Best EWP Essay Written by a First Language Student
   Kathleen Bagshaw

The Undergraduate Prize in Fine Arts
   Gayle Rogerson

The Undergraduate Prize in Modern Languages
   Marilyne Groulx
Prize List Undergraduate Years

The Undergraduate Prize in French
Julie Doyon

The Undergraduate Prize in Geography
Marilyn Hobbs

The Federal Republic of Germany Prize
Efthia Ballas

The Republic of Austria Prize in German
Mladen Savic

The Mr. & Mrs. Doak Prize in History
Gina Gonczi

The Bill and Catherine Young Prize in History
Jody Robinson

The Undergraduate Prize in Liberal Arts
Molly MacDonald

The Irving Prize in Mathematics
Alex Lasnier

The Undergraduate Prize in Mathematics
Daniel Marcotte

The Howard Brown Prize in Music
Philip Dutton
Simon Roussy
Tomohisa Toriumi

The Undergraduate Prize in Music
Isabelle Gallant

The Friends of Music Award
Melanie Janis Eising

The Undergraduate Prize in Philosophy
Mladen Savic

The Undergraduate Prize in Physics
Caroline Foster

The Faculty Prize in Physics
Edward Wilson-Ewing

The Undergraduate Prize in Political Studies
Kyla Hochfilzer

The Undergraduate Prize in Psychology
Marie-Pierre Gosselin
Prize List Undergraduate Years

The Harrison Prize in Religion
Sally Paddock

The Undergraduate Prize in Sociology
Jordan Watters

The Universidad Nacional Autonoma Mexico Escuela de Extension Prize in Spanish
Vicky Scrosati

Scholarship List

The George H. Tomlinson Memorial Scholarship in Science
Anick Nater

The Prof. E.A. Prince Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies
Madeleine Beaudet

The Jane Quintin Mitchell Scholarship in Drama
Steven Bourque

The Sir Herbert Marler Memorial Scholarship in Political Studies
Frédéric Dufour

The M. Georgina Mills Scholarship in Music
Isabelle Gallant
Leah Emily Wall

The Normand Carpentier/Camoplast Scholarship
Amélie Rousseau

The Kruger Inc. Scholarship in Geography
Sarah Sorensen

The Frances Crook Morrison Scholarship
Bryna Elizabeth Dickson
Time quickly passes and here I am, about to finish my time here at Bishop’s. As I sat down to write this, memories of Orientation Weeks, nights at the Loft, all nighters and even just Sunday afternoons on my couch gossiping, flood my mind.

What a great community we live in, and this past year has tested that. With all the fires, disasters and emergencies, I truly realize that I am leaving more than just my university days behind, I am leaving my family and home.

Bishop’s is such a special place and you do not really find that out until you come here. I first heard about Bishop’s University when I was in the 8th grade and my oldest brother was applying to universities. He applied to Bishop’s and then turned down his acceptance because he felt it was too far away. I remember at the time thinking that was a silly excuse. A few years later I was deciding where I wanted to go, and I decided to apply to Bishop’s. When I first told my family that I was going to Bishop’s University, they, and in particular, my Grandma, thought I was crazy. Queen’s was only 40 minutes away, why was I going 6 hours away? A few weeks later when the subject was brought up again, this time, my Grandma said nothing negative. Instead, she mentioned that her doctor had gone to BU and loved it. He told her that I was making one of the best choices of my life and that it was a great school. This anonymous doctor of my grandma, completely changed my family’s perspective. That’s the interesting thing about BU, its graduates are everywhere and when you least expect you’ll meet one, you do. As I end my days as a BU student, about to enter life as an alumna, I wonder what my next BU experience holds.

Bishop’s is a great place, but is not the place itself, it is the wonderful people and friends that I have met while I have been here. I wish each and every one of you the very best and hopefully, once again, our paths will cross.

Raise a toast!

SRC President 2005

Sanh
Toronto, ON
BA, Honours Theatre
Fare ye well! Thanks to Lennoxville for the fond memories and I’ll see ya’ll on the flipside.

Abbie Sheffield

Carleton Place, ON
BBA Con: Marketing
A lyric from one of my favourite songs goes: “looking for a place to happen, making stops along the way”. I’d just like to thank all the great people that made BU my favourite stop so far.

Adam McGee

BA Honours Sociology, Minor Criminology Communications and Cultural Studies
To my mother, thank you for being my inspiration and drive to succeed. I love you. I leave Bishop’s with fond memories and warm memories of unforgettable conversations with close friends, delicious dinners and bake sales with good company and the sweet smiles and friendly greetings of many. Life is only what you make of it, so make it worth living and loving it!

Aissata Sako

Alexandre Perron

Prince Edward Island
BBA Concentration Marketing, Minor, Anthropology
To all the Phis & all my friends — thanks for all the great times. Hope you all visit me in my eighth mansion in Thailand someday. I’ll make my fortune in Black & Decker: Cute division.

Amanda Bell

Amanda Grey

Dartmouth, NS
BA, Honours Drama, Honours English
“Drama is life with the dull bits cut out” -Hitchcock. I’m grateful to have found a second family in the BUDD, for their support, friendship & love. Some people have to work for a living. We get to play.

Amy Vallis

Andre Bynoe
Ottawa, On
Liberal Arts Major

Adrian Robinson

Halifax, Nova Scotia
BA Human Resources
The biggest thanks goes to my family for making me who I am today & helping me get here. To my friends for being there, for the laughs, for given er', for the unforgettable memories (& the ones we can't remember)...for everything. Thank you!

Adrianna Poulos

Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Educational Studies
Many thanks to my family and friends for their continuous love, support and guidance.

Allison Ross

Alyson Saunders

Almonte, ON
BBA Conc. Human Resources, Marketing, minor Psychology
A Big thanks to my mom, dad, brothers, Jess, and Marc for their endless love and support. Also, thanks to everyone who has made my four years here a blast!!!

Amanda Johns

Amy Hoboutifard

Andre Sullivan

Andrea Pelletier
Andrew Kelen

Cornwall, Ontario
BA. Bed Secondary
Here’s to McDonald’s, buckets, Cougs, Fat Jesus, making it out of rez alive, and pushing my limits for four years. Do what scares you.

Angela Alguire

Angela Crosbie

Havelock, QC
BA Psychology, minors Criminology, Women’s Studies
"Let us not look back in anger or forward with fear but around in awareness" – Thurber. I could not have made a better decision. Thx Mom, Dad, Marc – SP UR my rock. Dr. Standing – Thank U for your support. BWKITI

Ann Gervais

Anne Pierre Drouin

Lennoxville, Quebec
BA Honours Sociology, Major Women’s Studies And Minor Criminology
Best memories I take with me; my inspiration, Dr. C. Gosselin, “The Vagina Monologues,” the entire Sociology faculty & Lynda. Bishop’s brings out the best in people.

Anne-marie Campbell

Barbara Beech

Barbara Hunting
Calgary AB
BBA Conc. Marketing

Thanks to my family, especially my pops, who was there in every aspect of my university life, during the good and the bad. I love you. Here’s to the boys of BETA. I look forward to growing old with you. Just trying to be the best Ben I can be. Yours in, -kal-

Barbara Rumley

Benjamin Davies
Beth Saunders

Halifax, NS
BA Educational Studies minor Psychology
Thank you to Mom, Dad, and John for all your love and support.

Brooke Gadapee

Bryna Dickson

Cassandra Dubois

Catherine Charbonneau

Granby, Quebec
BBA Concentration International Business
When we want, we can! When I look back, I am proud of myself & what I have achieved. Thank you to my families for their support, to my friend Alex for all your advice, & to Mathieu for being the person you are.

Catherine Hawkins

Catherine Labrie
Toronto, Ontario
BA, Political Economics

“Education is the discovery of our own ignorance.” Thank you to those who made the time fly; profs & family for encouragement, my friends for 3 years of laughs, & J for inspiration. To you all, I raise a toast.

Brenna Donoghue

Oakville, ON
BA, Honours Drama, Minor English

Thank you Mom & Dad. Jeff & Kyle for the Support. To Nathania and my AGD sisters for the memories. Here's to the crazy nights, especially the ones we don’t remember. Raise a toast! Goodbye bubble.

Brooke Charlebois

Richmond Hill, Ontario
BSc Honours Biochemistry

Thanks to my family for all their love and support. Thanks to my friends and all those who I’ve met at Bishop’s, you’ve made the last 4 years truly memorable.

Buuan Lam

Caroline Dufour

Vancouver, British Columbia
BA History, Sociology

It’s been a crazy 4 yrs: MACK, 31, Ritzx2/Endless Winters. Who knew it could go to –40°! Thanks to friends and family for everything. Good luck to all Grads – see ya @ Homecoming!

Catherine Dunbar

Catherine Fiddick

Victoria, British Columbia
BSc Honours Biochemistry

Chloe Asselin Merineau

Chris Barker
Chris Klotz

Richmond, QC
BBA Conc. Human Resources
Cheers to all with whom I have raised a
glass. Thanks to those I have battled with
on the field, and to Mom & Dad, for making
all of this possible and for your support.
Later – Bull’s Head

Chris O’donnell

Christina Navarro

Christine Adams

Claudia Mathieu

Cory Houle

Innisfil, ON
BSc Conc. Molecular Genetics and
Psychology
The Bishop’s experience has been fun,
but I can’t wait to see what else is out
there. I wish everyone the best of luck. I
hope to see you around.

Crystal Chouinard-Unger

Dan Mcdonald
Metcalfe, Ontario

BA, Major Fine Arts; Minor, Drama

Dear Mom & Dad, Thank you for making me go university, & for suggesting reputable schools like Queen’s & Concordia. Without you, I would never have had such an amazing time at such a “second rate school”.

Courtney Kelly

London, ON

BA, Honours in Drama

Bishop’s was great! Thanks to Drama reps, AGD/BC girls, the Brothel & the Lion. It has been a memorable three years! Love you all!

Dana Price

Toronto, ON

BBA Conc. Human Resources minor Economics

Thx Mom & Dad 4 all the love & Support. Dad, thanks for always pushing to be my best. To my amazing friends, BU Football & the crazy adventures, BU has been an unbelievable ride. Keep it real. #44.

Crystal Aubie

Daniel Allen
Daniel Rennie

Deanna Ainslie

Elena Schoonmaker Gates

Rock Forest, Quebec
BA Educational Studies elementary
I made it this far all because of you. Your love, support and encouragement gave me the strength to reach the top. Je t’aime, Dominic! Thank you for always being there.

Daphane Luck

Diana Anzola

Elizabeth Viens

Emma Staples

Eric Gagnon
Sherbrooke, QC
BA Honours Sociology minor Criminology
‘Qui pense peu se trompe beaucoup’ – Leonardo da Vinci

David Hogarth

Gaspe, QC
BBA Conc. Human Resources
So, my time here has come to an end. Bishop’s has been a great experience, both academically and socially. In just 3 short years, I have met so many people and have made many friends. Good Luck!

David Suzuki

Katevale, QC
BBA Conc. Marketing

Duane Mullin

North Bay, ON
BBA Conc. Marketing, Management Science & Information Systems, Minor Economics
Thank you to my parents who encouraged me to take a second look and have supported me in all my endeavours. To my friends for life including TM, CB, BG, PB, KdM, AS, Mp and CC'D thank you for 4 great years.

Elsiabeth Caron

Emily Macgregor

Erin Lawrence

Erin Van Schaayk
Winnipeg, Manitoba

BBA Concentrations Finance & International Business, Minor, Economics

This above all: to thine own self be true. And it must follow, as the night the day. Thou canst not then be false to any man. Farewell, my blessing season this in thee!

(Hamlet, Act 1 Scene 3)

Eva Jaczina

The Woods, Nova Scotia

BA Honours Studio Fine Arts.

4 years at Bishop's; 1 Halloween success, 5 whistle stops, 3784 games of Trivial Pursuit, 36 falls down the stairs, 419 lost items, 12 bar bathroom passouts, 1 drop on the head = 1 Fine Arts Degree

Evelyn Aikman

Cal. Columbia

BBA Conc. Human Resources

To everybody who made possible this success, especially my parents & family: Thanks for everything, this is for you! To my friends: It was great being here. To Columbia: This is for you too! See you!

Felipe Nunez

Felix Provost

St. Charles de Drummond

BBA Finance

Sherbrooke, QC

BBA Conc. Finance

G likes to dance among the bikers & be naturally photographed in the French wood. At BU she's the perfect pupil with her rainbow notes. I want you to know that I'll love you even with your braces!

Frederick Ward

Geneieve Masson

Calgary, AB

BBA Political Economy Con. Finance

Here is to my family and friends for all their love & support. No one leaves this place the same as they were when they first arrived - so thanks for that & for all the good times that still have me laughing.

Gillian Dinning

Gillian Swan
Fabian Garcia Erasin

Toronto, Ontario
BSc, Major Computer Science; Minor, Business

Feizhou Sun

Feng Ying Lin

Toronto, ON
BBA, Concentration Marketing
Thank you to everyone who made these four years possible. Thank you Mom and Dad. Good times in the Slanty Shanty and working hard at the bar. It's been fun.

Francois Courtemanche

Sherbrooke, QC
BBA, Honours Economics, minor Business
I've been here long enough that I should have something to say, but really, I don't. Thanks Dad, Mom, and Bro!

Ghislain Roy

Ghyslain Martel

Graham Colby

Hasken Sioui
Heather Quigley

Ian Dutschek

Aurora, Ontario
BBA, International Business
Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity. Either you prepare yourselves for what’s ahead, or you live in denial and deal with the consequences. Enjoy it either way!

Jackson Orr

Jacquelin Novak

Cumberland, BC
BA, Liberal Arts minor, Fine Arts minor Classics
I will always look back at my journey to Quebec with fond memories. Bishop’s has been a great stepping stone and I’ll miss all of the “moments”

Jaime Murdoch

North Vancouver, British Columbia
BA, Politics and Geography
Thanks to all who showed me a good time. BU… I suggest everyone should try it once in their life. Best investment yet.

James Freeman

Janie Donais

Jaquelyn Davy
Paget, Bermuda

BBA Concentration Human Resources

To acquire knowledge, one must study, but to acquire wisdom, one must observe.

Ilethea Morris

Harvie Heights, AB

BA Honours Music minor English and Drama

To my parents: None of this would have been possible without your love and support. It has been a wonderful 4 years. Thank you to my profs and of course my fabulous friends. Onward and Upward!

Irina deBaghy

Oakville, Ontario

BBA Concentrations Business Management & Human Resources

What to say, who to thank? So many friends & memories made it's hard to mention it all. Thanks to my mom and dad for all their love and support, and of course to my brother and sister. Thanks Bishop's.

Jacqui Cleaver

Jaime Ferguson

Toronto, Ontario

BA Honours Sociology; Minors Criminology & Business

Love all, trust a few. Do wrong to none. (All's Well That Ends Well)

James McIntosh

Calgary, AB

BBA Conc. Finance and International Business

For a final Toast... Here's to 960 fun lived days, Here's to friends around fire. Here's to Mother: "#@!)" Bishop's! I will always raise a toast!

Janeen Abougoush

Augusta, MN

BSc. major Biology Conc. Ecology major Environmental Studies & Geography Conc. Environmental Studies

Mom & Dad, thanks for always being there. Thanks BU faculty, staff, students, for making this a home away from home, especially to the Bio and ESG departments. Louise, 'I love you too!'

Jason Blais

Hamilton, Ontario

B.Ed. Secondary

The purple haze has finally lifted from the mouldy teabag. Thanks to my family, friends, profs & employers who made this possible. Gonna miss those days at the patio... see y'all at Homecoming.

Jason Lister
Jean Francois Dion

Mississauga, ON
BBA, Concentration in Accounting + Human Resources

Im glad u cant be kicked out of the Golden Key Society once UR in it. Thx 2 every1 who made by BU experience so great. It's wouldnt have been the same w/out u. Take the BU spirit w/u wherever u go.

Jennie Booth

Jeff Russell

Jennifer Blanche

Jennifer Gilbert

Jennifer Palik

St. Lazare, Quebec
BSc Biology

Thank you to my friends for all the memories, to my teachers for all they've taught me. and most of all to Mom, Dad, Nat and Mike for all their love and support.

Jennifer Slaughter
Jeff Appelbe

Baddeck, Nova Scotia
BA Major Biology; Minor Geography

Jennifer Anderson

New Brunswick
BSc. Honours Biochemistry

Another milestone in life, another fork in the road. Thanx to all who are a part of my life. Love you.

Jennifer Bazar

Jennifer McEvoy

Jennifer McMullin

Calgary, AB
BBA Con. International Business & Human Resources

Thank you for a wonderful 4 years, it really has been an "experience"!

Jennifer Watson

Jesika Hawley
Ottawa, ON
BA major Modern Languages minor Religion
From CW to F-Cup, topeless to worse. Bishop’s had made me who I am today. Thanks to the team @ health services for keeping me alive. Thanks to the bartenders for the great service. 51 & still counting.

Jessica Fortier

Guelph, ON
BBA Conc. Human Resource and Marketing
Thanks to my family and friends who have followed me through to the end of this road. Special thanks to my mother who has always stood by me and who has given me the strength to come this far. I did it.

Jessica Zinger

Antigonish, NS
BSc, Biology

Jill Deyoung

Bury, QC
BA Educational Studies
When I think of the plight of many women around the world, I feel grateful to live within a country, a society & a family that allows, enables, & encourages me to pursue my dreams.

Jocelyn Bennett

Brockville, ON
BBA conc. Finance minor Economics
"The definition of luck is when preparation meets opportunity. Everything else is shit luck!" – Doc Harver. Juliane, you have been my rock. You mean so much to me! Thank you.

Joey Deschambault

Montreal, QC
BBA Conc. Human Resources and Finance minor Economics
Someone once told me I was going to Bishop’s not to learn from books, but to learn about myself. They were right. To all of you who helped me through the last 4 years, thank you. I’ll miss the life at 401.

Johanna Malley
Jill Simpson
Toronto, ON
BA Arts Administration
Thank you. I have had the time of my life here. To my friends, you have all made a positive impact on my life. To my parents, I could not have done this without you — no more panic phone calls!

Jessica Spence

Jillian MacDougall
Truro, NS
BA English; Minor, Geography & Education
Many thanks to my family and friends. Your love and support will never be forgotten. My time at BU has been amazing. Raise a toast!

Jill Simpson

Montreal, QC
BA Physiology, Con. Gerontology
KM+JM: 1st apt, JP Beta Party, the path, focz, Mama C (stepsis/formal) Dewies; updtd w/ frosh CH for being so important in my life Thanx 2 Mom/dad/fam 4 support. Can't wait 4 convo.

Jodi Thiboutot

Jody Perry

John Horn
Toronto, ON
BSc, Major Computer Science
Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jen and Jay for all their support. Beta, rez, friends, science, and business profs, I will never forget you.

John Kaye
Cole Harbour, NS
BSc with Honours, Major Biology, Major Psychology with Neuroscience
Cherry: _Evil_Smart/
The_Leader_Who_Did_No_Work/
Unshaven_Cowboy.../
A_Haiku_By_Jenn_Mac & Littl_Horn
L_Town.../
Ha_Ha_I'm_Graduating/
Can't_Wait_To_Come_Back_A_Haiku_By_Cherry

Jon Cherry

Ascot, QC
BBA Concentration Finance, Minor, Economics
A shout out to my parents, the square, Sigma Chi, the boys, & the Buffalo Crew. I’ve made it through the good & hard times cuz of you. It’s time to find a new home...It’s been grand!

Jonathan Fortin

Kanata, ON
BBA International Business, BA Major Political Economy
The road is long with many a winding turn. Never stop wishing on stars. Believe. Laugh. Love. Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end. Here’s to all that you can’t leave behind...

Joyce Achampong

Julian Schneider

Halifax, NS
BA Major Psychology & Sociology, Minor, Criminology
To all the wonderful people who have made my time at Bishop’s unforgettable: “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.”

Julie Gregoire

Julie Migliarese

Shawinigan, QC
BA Major Spanish; Minor French; Minor Education
I would like to thank my family and my friends for their support. Thank you to everyone who has made my experience at Bishop’s memorable!

Justin Macneill

Karine Lajeunesse
Ascot, QC
BBA Concentration Finance; Minor, Economics
A shout out to my parents, the square, Sigma Chi, the boys, & the Buffalo Crew. I've made it through the good & hard times cuz of you. It's time to find a new home... It's been grand!

Jonathan Fortin

Sherbrooke, QC
BBA Concentration Human Resources
"Gracias Dios mio," Gracias a mi padre, a mi madre y mi familia. Thanks to my friends & special thanks to my future wife, Jenny Palik, as well as her family. Muchas gracias a todos, los quiero mucho y que Dios los bendiga

Jose Jarquin

Toronto, ON
BA Major Educational Studies
To my family: Your love & support means the world to me. Vik-The place I long to be most is in your arms. I am blessed to have u in my life. Roberta-No 2 people are alike. You're 1 in a million.

Julianna Beaumont

Julie Courchesne

Juliette Plamondon

Julien Veilleux

Katherine Fawthrop

Mount Pearl, NF
BA Honours Music; Minor, Math
For the many memories, laughs & beer shared, thank you: M&Ms, RH & CC, DH, ADPi Gals, BUMS, Chapel Choir & "Scracher's" Choir. Thanks to my parents & sis for their continuing love & support throughout the four years! I luv u guys!

Katherine Hardiman
Sept-Iles, QC
BBA Conc. Marketing
Kath's goes wild on coffee, she becomes the craziest girl of BU. The perfect girl, she is on every matchmaker's list but she has a crush on the sexy Scottish accent. So Kath, are you still with your boyfriend?

Katherine Murphy

Halifax, Nova Scotia
BA Honours Political Studies
"Limitless undying love with shines around me like a million suns. It calls me on and on across the universe. Jai guru de va om"
Lennon/McCartney

Kathleen Macneil

Bath, MN
BSc Honours Biology
MacKinnon, Quebec City, skiing, Frosh week (Oedipus) Bahamas, England, the Laurentiens, Eden, North Hatley beach trips... it was all amazing. My friends, thank you for making this such a wonderful experience.

Katie Dyck

Katrina Blanchard

Victoria, British Columbia
BBA Concentration Marketing; Minor, Geography
How can you sum up four great/eventful/strange/best/stinkin' years, when through the haze, it only seems like a week... and what a week it has been. Thanks.

Kevin Morin

Roxton Pond, Quebec
BA Education

Kim Graveline

Pointe Claire, Quebec
BBA Concentration Human Resource Management & Marketing
Good times @ a great place! J you've already won me over in spite of me. Tx for your patience. Girls – AC LM KS both old & new you've made it easier. Mom, Dad, Sue, Tx for your love & support.

Kristina Smyth

Vancouver, BC
BA History, minor German
For all those I have laughed with, who have loved me and who have believed in me, thank you. This time there is no 'next' but only loving memory.

Kurt Heinrich
Richmond, BC
BBA Conc. Human Resources

Although my stay here at Bishop's has been short, I can honestly say that it has been a great 2 years. Thanks to all the friends I have met. To my family, I love you and thank you for your support!!

Kathlyn Opina

Kathy Bird

Kelly Hodge

Keltie Anderson

Montreal, QC
B. Ed

Thank you Mom, Dad & Tracy for everything! To all my BU friends who graduated B4 me, to those graduating with me and those in years to come. Thnx 4 the memories, laughs and tears. Until we meet again.

Kimberly Davey

Kris de Man

Lennoxville, Quebec

The time has come to leave this town. Thanx 2 those who made it possible & enjoyable. Mom, Dad, Fem, thanx for the support. Friends, thanx for the good times. Kara, I love you, let's go make it happen!

Newmarket, ON
BA Political Science

All are lunatics, but he who can analyze his delusion is called a philosopher. Conspiracy theory at its finest. Thanks for the Bishop's experience. Thanks to my family.

Lara Guenette

Laura Deyell
Toronto, Ontario
BA Major Politics; Minor, Philosophy
What lies behind us & before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us. Thank you Mamus Stan NW Adj M-J ciocia wojek CS Rad & all my girls & my fam. It’s bc of you all that I am who I am.

Laura Mroz

Hudson, QC
BA major English, minors Spanish, Education
Thanks to my parents for making it all possible and being my best friends throughout, my friends for making it such a blast and Bishop’s for making it enjoyable.

Liane Brabant

Halifax, NS
BBA Conc. International Business, Human Resources
The past four years have flown by but have also been amazing. Thanks to all my friends and family for their love and support.

Lindsay Hales

Beauceville, Quebec
BA Major Spanish; Minor, French
A special thanks to my family & my friends, without you I wouldn’t have succeeded. I wish the best of luck to all of you & always remember to forget the things that made you sad...Never forget to remember the things that made you glad! Hasta la proxima!

Lisa Ratte

Oshawa, Ontario
BEd, minor French
Well, I can’t believe it’s over. I’ve had a good time. I have to thank my parents and my friends for their support and I hope you all continue to do well. Thanks to God for letting me have time for this. God bless you all.

Laura Smith

Gaspé, QC
BA Honours, Music
We give thanks to you God for listen to us and allowing us to make it this far.

Lianne Gibson

Lindsay Mills

Lissa Pinard
Oshawa, ON
BEd, minor Psychology

Well, I can’t believe how fast the years have come and gone. Thanks for all the good times Crystal and Michelle. Also, thanks to my parents and Dave for your continued support. I couldn’t have done it without you. Above all, I give thanks to God for His continued guidance. Now it is time for a new chapter in my life, and I look forward to what’s ahead.

Leanne Ruiter

Gaspé, Quebec
BA Honours Psychology, Applied Concentration

“We give value to people by how we listen to them.” – Jean Vanier

Lindie Synnott

Calgary, AB
BSc. Biology, minor Religion

Thanks Mom, Dad, Matt and Suz for your love, support and wisdom. For the Birds - Thanks for encouraging me to fly. Brad, you are my sunshine.

Lindsay Bourque

Suzhou, China
BBA Computer Sciences

Love & thanks to Mom & Dad, Wife and Tommy for supporting me. Special thanks to God, always together with me.

Lisa Ienzi

Grads

Long Wang

Lu Jia

Lorne Esslinger
Ma Hui

Sumeg, Hungary
BA Major Psychology, Minor French
Thanks BU for the great memories and the experience of a lifetime. It's been a blast. My family and friends for all their love and support. I love you all! Viszlat Bishop's!

mana Zita Budi

Lennoxville, QC
BBA Accounting
When a dream takes hold of you, what can you do? You can run with it, let it run your life, or let it go and think for the rest of your life about what might have been. Patch Adams, M.D.

Margaret Royal

Tomsk, Russia
BA Honours Political Studies
Dad. Mom. my lil bro Kirill, Linda (you are the best!) without you there'd be no me. Dr. T is the greatest! Rifle Club - keep the gold comin'! M & J who said Munster is quiet? JK I will remember you....

Margarita Bizina

Marie Eve Bellerose

Marie-Eve Bouchard

Marisa Edghill

Marjolaine Roy
Lennoxville, QC
BBA Conc. Finance

Thanks to my mom, dad and Amanda for all of your love and support over the last 3 yrs. So many great times here, some I remember and some I don’t... Thanx to the Rona Boys and the “square”, and you too Jay.

Marc Mills

Marc Vettese Landry

Maria Abbatiello

Marie Christine Deslandes

Marie-France Labbe

Marija Barisin

Ancaster, ON
BA Economics and Business

Mark Courneya

Mark Olsen
Kingston, Ontario
BA Honours, Psychology
Thanks to all the library ladies for a rocking good time. MG, LT, BY, SC. Here’s to 402, 401, 402 Little Forks and five minutes worth of Lemon Gin.

Marlena Szpunar

Martine Lavigne

Mary Harwood

Chesterville, Ontario
BA Honours Sociology; Major, Women’s Studies; Minor, Criminology
“Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget.”  (G. Randolph)

Melina Myers

Melaine Mccrea

BBA Conc. Human Resources
See this diploma? Well, there is not way I am giving it back, people!! Thks to M & D, Mary, Isa and Mike for their love. I met so many wonderful friends here... My sweetest thoughts and kisses to all!

Melissa Laroche

Melissa Marlatt
Lery, QC
BBA Marketing

Martha Goodfellow

Sydney, Nova Scotia
BBA Concentration Accounting; Minor, Economics

An unbelievable four years! Many thanks to all the people that made this dream a reality. A toast goes out tall the friendships that were made and will continue to last for years to come.

Matthew Favaro

Halifax, Nova Scotia
BSc Biology; Minor, Environmental Studies

4 years ago I chose BU as my new home. The best choice I ever made. Thanks to my family and friends for all the love and support. Jonathan, I love you. Goodbye, Bishop's.

Meghan Ohara

Winnipeg, Manitoba
BA Psychology & Sociology

"The key to happiness is having dreams. The key to success is making your dreams come true." -Anonymous

Melinda Hordijk

Montreal, QC
BA Philosophy

"Rose, I love you. Aaron & Mev, save a spot for me. To my profs, thank you. gonna miss the Lion, CJMQ, and walking up "the hill". "Questioning is the piety of thought". Heidegger

Michael Bougie

Melissa Auberg

Michael Johns
Montreal, QC
BA Psychology, Human Resource Management, Public Policy & Public Administration
Bishops has provided me with great memories and life-long friends. I have to thank my parents for supporting me, my friends Jackie and Jodi, and my sisters. Alpha Phi. Thank you for the best 4 years. AOE

Nadia Cerrelli

Mill Bay, British Columbia
BSc Honours Biochemistry
Thank you to everyone who made the past four years ones to remember! I will miss you all...Good luck!

Nadia Wechselberger

Seattle, WA
BA, Liberal Arts, Minor Philosophy

Nicole Padilla

Montreal, Quebec
BA Psychology
The time has come to turn the page, and a new adventure of life to begin.

Mindy Beekers

Nivah Odwor
Michelle Amy Lepitre

Mireille Chabot

Nicholas Horning

Olivier Kollar

Michelle Bertrand

Mitchell Hope

Nicole Hiel

Omar Allam

Nepean, ON

BA Environmental Studies Conc. Geo.
minor Business

Dad. I have trouble accepting the fact that
you’re gone. I can understand why Allah
wanted you close, you truly were an
angel. I love you. I am dedicating this to
you. Mom and Nades – much love.
Alma, QC

BBA Marketing

The fun is over, the real life begins! Thanks Mom & Dad 4 your Support. I’ll remember my friends, the lof, the Peace, and the Title. Send news to pascal040579@hotmail.com. Enjoy your new life, I did it!

Pascal Tremblay

Toronto, ON

BA Conc. Drama

Thanks to: Mom, Dad, Blake, Tara, Angela, EX, Jess?, Roof, Brother, Geroge, JoJo, BUDD, LDWC + everyone else I missed. I’l miss you all. ‘You really have to cherish your time here ‘cause it flies by damn fast’

Paul Kingston

Victoriaville, QC

BBA Con. Accounting

Bishop’s was an incredible experience. I met great people here. I’ll keep good memories of my 3 years I passed at Bishop’s. Good luck to everyone! Peace.

Philippe Desharanais

Victoriaville, QC

BBA Con. Accounting

Thanks to everyone who made this BU experience possible. I now know that even when you feel like wutting, there is a lot to be gained by continuing to persist. Peace.

Philippe Martel

Ottawa, ON

BA major Liberal Arts minor Biology English

Thanks to damp-greenerest of fiends and my cracked-leather family, and to all at BU who truly love their work and their play. This twisted tightrope’s not dropped me yet...huzzah!

Pierre Sirois

Priya Raju

Newtown, Connecticut, USA

BA Political Studies, International Studies

This 1 time, I came to Canada, and the first day I wore... even at my pace. 4 years went by pretty fast... and then he died. eh? “Although I play the fool, I’m pretty fly” Chaucer

Rebecca McCaig

Rebecca Timmel
St. Hyacinthe, QC
BBA Conc. Marketing

After these years of hard work and friendship, this is the time to write a new page in my life. Thanks Mom, Cath, for your support. I’ll always remember my great friends. philmout@hotmail.com

Philippe Meunier

D.D.O. Quebec
BBA, Minor Economics

Well, it’s been quite an amazing journey, the things I’ve learned!!! I’d like to start by thanking God for keeping an eye on me, my family (especially Ma & Pa, Jake & Mark) all my friends (P3 crew) & teachers. Good luck to everyone, BU Rules!!

Pierre Barakat

Millbrook ON
BA Honours History minor Religion

“Where there is hatred, let me sow love. Where there is injury, pardon. Where there is doubt, faith.” St. Francis of Assisi.

Renne Lapointe
Rob Saikaley
Old Fort Bay, QC
BA major Educational Studies

Robin Fequet

Rodney Patterson

New Glasgow, NS
BBA, Con. Finance, minor Economics

Ryan Forbes

Ryan Monroe

Montreal, Quebec
BA Educational Studies

Sandra Recine

Sanela Martic
Sherbrooke, Quebec,
BSc Honours Chemistry

Many thanks to Dr. Mihai Scarlete and Dr. Ronald B. Yeats for their support.
Robert Dyer

Oakville, Ontario
BSc Honours Biochemistry
Thanks to Bishop's for the best 4 years of my life. No regrets. Hold on to your dreams - because in the worst times in life, they may be all you have! Ciao.

Ross Fiore

Rupinder Parhar

Mississauga, ON
BSc Honours Chemistry

Sandeep Joshi

Sandra Kuchta

Sanjin Muftic

Sarah Doran

Grads 103
Halifax, NS
BBA Conc Marketing

“If you built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.” Henry David Thoreau. Mom, Dad, Sly & Nads, I love you!

Shannon Mc A’nulty

Amherst, Nova Scotia
BA, Politics

To Mack, 5 Speid & the roof for setting the stage; AW GF VF LM & Al for being the players; Mom & Dad for making it possible; and to Jess for helping me find my way. Exit Bubble here.

Shannon Wilmot

Sherbrooke, QC
BSc
Great experience in Bishop’s University!

Shen

Shirley Anto

Slavica Simanic

Sonai Verma

Stefan Stanczykowski

Stepahine Willcott

Grads 105
Stephan Chapeau

Sherbrooke, QC
BBA Conc. Marketing
Steph likes to learn about other cultures. Whe practiced her Spanish with a hot Chico from the Canary Islands. Matchmaker's fan. Stef is always ready fro a trip to Abitibi. Everything is in the jeans!

Stephanie Dubois

Riverview, NB
BBA International Business minor Economics
All my Love to the MacGillivray Clan fro all the love and support. Thank you Mom. Dad. Andrea and Beth. Thnx to all my boys for all the good times up at 16 Conley. Cheers to BURFC. Blitzd. & 01

Steve MacGillivray

Stuart Mcfarlane

Sylvain Laroche

Tacuma Stevens

Gaspe. QC
BBA Conc Business Management
Thanks to my family and friends for all of the support given over the years. You always believed I could do it even when I did not.

Tara McDonald

Tia Caroleo
Stephanie Zakaib

Steve Gagon

Sultan Ahaizodin

Suzanne Josefson

Tamara Smiljanic

Tammy Cartier

Summerville, NB

BA Honours Drama minor English minor Music

Going with a bang cabin 5s pei sunrise roof god spell cross Canada Andro mache judgin’ punk sk8 muzik fun holes star hunter bingo Mimi Paula rawks B.dates B.Mills luv yuh Mom Daddy Jeff Rod Buh-bye “I’d rather be anything but ordinary.”

Tina McShane

Vanessa Furlong
Vanessa Silverberg

Wilbraham, Massachusetts
BA Honours Philosophy: Minor, Religion

Dalian, China
BBA Conc. Finance
Thanks for the support from my parents. Without you, I couldn’t have done this. Bishop’s is the place where I found my dream, my value and my love. Good luck, Bishop’s!

Victoria Newman

Weijun Wang

Montreal, Quebec
BBA, Accounting
My experience here at Bishop’s has taught me something very important about myself; that I’m just a Friday kind of guy in a Monday kind of world.

William Ficner

photos not available:
Stewart Aitken, B.Ed
James Bilovus, Educational Leadership
Georges Singfield, B.A.
Rejane Vaillencourt, B.Ed.
Dorothy Stachura, B.Ed.
Isabelle Allard, Computer Science
Mohammed Badru Amin, Computer Science
Delaware Azmy, Computer Science
Monica Anita Badali, Computer Science
Allison Vienneau, Computer Science
Melody Weller, Computer Science
Boris Zeleznik, Computer Science
Christa Nadia Walsh, B.A.

Eric Pickering, BA History, Political Studies
Melanie Rada, BA Drama, Fine Arts
Nicolas Carlon, Business Administration
Joseph Deschaumement, Business Administration
Priyadarshani Ratte, BA Liberal Arts
Shannon Ronpeleski, BA History
Catherine Fiset, Business Administration
Smith-Antoine Fiset, Business Administration
Pascal Simard, BA French, Spanish Major
David Lambert, Business Administration
Josee Julien, Business Administration
Sonya Latreille, Business Administration
Celine Tetu, BA Fine Arts
Daniel Thomson, BA History

Patricia Mckeage, BA Psychology
Christopher Muhren, BA Political Studies
Gino Perreault, BA Geography
Silvia Menjivar, B.A.
Kerry Lee McVey, B.A.
Eve Morissette, B.A.
Eric Tiao, BA Psychology
Benoit Ouimet, B.A.
Lindsay Proudfoot, B.A.
Melissa Renon, B.A.
Serena Schoof, B.A.
Kelly Butler, BA Education
April Spingle, B.A.
Mandy Sullivan, B.A.
Robertson Beach, QC
BBA Conc: Finance

Vero is a real entertainer with her one-minute funny jokes. She mostly prefers hunks in the hardwood flooring industry. She's a smiley optimist that brings sunshine where ever she goes. G & S

Veronique Labonte

Vancouver, BC
BSc Biology Conc Molecular & Physiology
BSc Psychology conc Neuroscience

"Many paths, one mountain." I've bushwacked, gotten lost, backtracked, and TRIPPED, but those trail-guides in my life helped me to hike on. Thanx to my hiking partners – peace.

William Connors

Korea
BA Honours Economics

Emptiness of brain and emptiness of heart have been removed through the 3-year-life at Bishop's. I thank all of you who have supported me for the 3 years, my mother, my father, and our heavenly father.

Woosuk Chung

BSc, Major Computer Science, Minor Business

Thanks to my husband Jiping and my son Rong for their support and understanding. I spent a great time here, where I learned a lot of knowledge. I have met many people who will be cherished in my heart. Thanks to Lord for giving me a wonderful opportunity.

Xingy Wang
The season was young, but the Bishop’s University Lacrosse team looked impressive. Through the first few games, they have yet to lose to an eastern opponent and they were already talking championships. It was coach Damien Roy who first dreamed up the idea of forming a team at Bishop’s.
Winning as a Team

“You win as a team and you lose as a team”, he says, “There are no heroes on this team. If you are a hero in a game you lose, you’re still a zero.” The team lost the OUFLA national championship to Brock University, a powerhouse who has won the vast majority of national championships over the last fifteen years.
Lady Gaiters
Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Golf Team
Winter Fun
Football
In closing...
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NOT TO BE TAKEN AWAY